Errata

Sheaves and D-modules on Lorentzian manifolds [JS15]
The proof of [JS15, Prop 1.12] actually proves the following result, which
should be substituted to the original statement.
Proposition 0.1. Let (M, γM ) and (N, γN ) be two causal manifolds and let
f: M →
− N be a morphism of manifolds. Then, T f (clpw (γM )) ⊂ clpw (γN ) if
a
and only if Λf ◦ λN ⊂ λM . These conditions imply that f is causal and are
satisfied when f is strictly causal or when f is causal and clpw (γN ) = γN .
Since time functions are R-valued, this has no consequences on the rest
of the paper, with the exception of Corollary 2.10 in which the maps should
be strictly causal.

Global propagation on causal manifolds [DS98]
In [DS98, Prop. 4.4 (ii)], it is asserted that under mild conditions on the
preorder, the constant sheaf (or a variant of this sheaf) on the graph of the
causal preorder is a propagator. However, the proof is not complete and
indeed, the result is not correct without extra hypotheses, as seen in [JS15,
Example 2.16].
However, most of the applications to causal manifolds are correct when
assuming the spacetime globally hyperbolic, as shown in [JS15].

Hyperbolic systems on causal manifolds [Sch13]
Proposition 6.6 and its corollaries which are extracted from [DS98] are not
correct. They should be replaced with the results of [JS15].
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